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Previous research examining response time has supported coactivation under certain conditions. Other research has found more forceful responses to redundant-target than to singletarget displays, suggesting coactivation in the motor component. The authors tested for motor
coactivation using response time, response force, and other psychophysiological measures.
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that response force is determined by the number of stimuli, not
the number of targets, when target-distractor discriminations are required. In Experiment 3,
1 stimulus was presented on each trial, and the number of target features was varied. The
response time results showed that coactivation occurred somewhere in the informationprocessing system, but no evidence of motor coactivation was found using any psychophysiological measure. These data disconfirm the motor-coactivation hypothesis for tasks that
require visual discriminations.

One of the goals of experimental psychology is to determine the manner in which stimulus codes are processed at
various levels within the information-processing system.
For example, a very basic question is whether multiple
pieces of information can be processed at some central level
simultaneously. One way that researchers have attempted to
answer this question is by examining the effects on performance of providing individuals with more information than
they need to produce the correct response (Biederman &
Checkosky, 1970; Egeth, 1966). Minimizing the influence
of other factors often requires very crude visual discriminations (with only one or two stimuli in each display) and
simple motor responses. Under a go/no-go target-detection
task, for example, individuals are asked to press a response
key if they see one or more of some prespecified target (e.g.,
the letter X), and to do nothing when no targets are shown
(van der Heijden, 1975; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991).
Early research using this task found faster responses to
displays of multiple targets than to displays of only one

target, a result that is known as a redundancy gain or the
redundant-signals effect. Redundancy gains provide evidence that multiple targets are processed in parallel at some
central level (see van der Heijden, 1975). Stronger evidence
for this conclusion is given by the finding of identical
redundancy gains in experiments that include distracting
nontargets within single-target displays and those that do
not include any distractors on target-present trials (Grice &
Canham, 1990; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991). In particular,
responses to displays of one target and one distractor are
often the same speed as those to displays of one target alone.
This important result is inconsistent with serial processing
of stimulus items, because a serial processor would sometimes start with the nontarget when one is present, leading
to the prediction that processing a single target alone would
be faster than processing a single target with a distractor. In
summary, research that has focused on the central processing of targets (by keeping other aspects of the task very
simple) has produced evidence that redundant target codes
are processed in parallel.
Two general classes of parallel-processing models have
been presented. We introduce them in terms of a go/no-go
experiment under which exactly two stimuli are presented
on every trial. The first class of models posits that both
targets on a redundant-target trial are processed separately,
each providing an independent opportunity for the response
to be triggered (Raab, 1962). These separate-activations or
race models explain redundancy gains in terms of statistical
facilitation. Specifically, if the time required to process a
target in a given location varies over trials, then the mean
time required by the faster of the two target-detection processes on a redundant-target trial is less than (or equal to)
the mean time required by the one target-detection process
on a single-target trial. Thus, race models are consistent
with a redundancy gain in mean response time.
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The second class of parallel-processing models posits that
both targets within a redundant-target display are in some
way responsible for triggering the response (Miller, 1982).
An example of such a model is one under which all detected
targets contribute activation to a common pool that must
reach some criterion before the response is produced (see,
e.g., Grice, Canham, & Boroughs, 1984; Schwarz, 1989).
These coactivation models are also consistent with a redundancy gain in mean response time because, for example,
with two targets contributing activation, response criterion
is reached more quickly than if only one target was contributing activation.
As might be expected, the next stage in research concerning the processing of multiple targets involved attempts to
discriminate between these two model classes. This was
achieved by specifying more detailed predictions of one
class of models. In particular, it was shown that race models
must obey the following rule, known as the race-model
inequality (Miller, 1982; see also Diederich, 1992):
P(RT < fjT1 & T2) < P(RT < t T1) + P(RT < t T 2 ),

(1)

where P(RT < t) refers to the cumulative probability of a
response by Time t, and T1 and T2 refer to targets in
locations 1 and 2, respectively. Coactivation models do not
have to obey this rule. Therefore, violations of the racemodel inequality are evidence against race models and
support coactivation.
Previous research using the race-model inequality has
provided evidence of coactivation in several target-detection tasks (for recent summaries, see Mordkoff & Miller,
1993; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993). In general, when there is
more than one type of target (e.g., when one target is a letter
and the other is a color), violations of the race-model
inequality are often observed. In contrast, when there is only
one type of target, such that redundant-target displays always include two identical stimuli (e.g., when the target is
the letter X, and redundant-target displays always contain
two Xs), violations of the race-model inequality have only
been observed when certain biased contingencies were included within the experimental design. These data support
an interactive race model (see Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991;
also, Mordkoff & Egeth, 1993).
However, our understanding of redundant-target detection is still far from complete. First, the race-model inequality is a very conservative test (see Miller, 1982), so the
absence of violations in the one-type-of-target situation
cannot be taken as strong evidence favoring race models.
Therefore, it is not firmly established when coactivation
fails to occur (but see Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991, for a less
conservative test). Second, and potentially more important,
even when evidence of coactivation is found using the
race-model inequality, the test does not indicate where
within the information-processing sequence the redundant
target codes were processed together or somehow combined.
In the present research we examined both of these issues.
Recent work examining redundancy gains in tasks not very
different from those discussed above has suggested that new

measures of target detection may provide some useful information. Before introducing these measures and presenting new data, however, we provide a short review of the
various possible loci of coactivation.
Locus of Coactivation
Three different loci of coactivation have been considered.
First, coactivation could occur within perceptual processes.
For example, it could be that redundant-target displays are
perceived more rapidly because of the repetition of the
target's basic features. This locus has been tested by examining whether redundancy gains are larger for displays of
two identical targets as compared with displays of two
different targets that share very few features. Perceptual
coactivation would predict an advantage for identical targets. The results from this method are equivocal; some
studies have found an advantage for different targets (Grice
& Canham, 1990) and some an advantage for identical
targets (Mordkoff & Miller, 1993; see also Miller, 1991).
However, in general, redundancy gains are larger in bimodal or cross-dimensional tasks than in one-type-of-target
tasks (Miller, 1982; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993), so the
evidence favors a later locus.
Second, coactivation could occur at a central, decisional
level (see Miller, 1982; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993). On this
type of model, all evidence favoring a target-present decision would be pooled or combined in some way (Grice et
al., 1984). Furthermore, because the codes that coactivate
on this view do not represent specific targets—rather, they
represent targets in general—the finding of similar redundancy gains for identical and different redundant targets can
be explained. At the same time, on the assumption that
outputs from different modalities or feature dimensions can
coactivate more easily that those from the same modality or
dimension, the finding of larger redundancy gains in bimodal and cross-dimensional tasks is explained.
Finally, coactivation could occur in the motor component
(see Diederich & Colonius, 1987; Giray & Ulrich, 1993).
For example, it could be that responses are programmed or
executed more rapidly when more than one target has been
perceived. This might occur if both targets simultaneously
contribute activation to the motor component on redundanttarget trials. Some indirect support for such a late locus was
presented by Diederich and Colonius, who found that the
variance of the duration of motor-related processes is decreased on redundant-target trials. On the assumption that
the variance of duration is correlated with the mean of
duration, this finding can be taken as evidence of coactivation in the motor component. Other evidence of motor
coactivation was presented by Giray and Ulrich, 1993;
reviewed in detail below.
In summary, previous research has provided some evidence relevant to the locus-of-coactivation question. As
pointed out above, some findings raise problems for a
perceptual model and others provide preliminary evidence
in favor of a motoric locus. However, this issue is far from
resolved, and new methods of testing for motor coactivation
are needed. One such method is reviewed next.
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Response Force and Motor Coactivation
Recently, Giray and Ulrich (1993) have argued that the
examination of response force may provide information
concerning the locus of coactivation. Their method capitalizes on the following observation: Even when participants
are only required to press the response key with a force of
x centi-Newtons (cN) to indicate the presence of at least one
target, they often press as hard as 5x cN. Furthermore,
within-subject, within-condition variance of response force
is often as high as that of response time when both are
measured on comparable scales. Thus, one may test for an
advantage in force values for redundant- over single-target
trials, which we define as a redundancy gain in response
force.1
In using the redundancy gain in response force to address
the question of coactivation, Giray and Ulrich (1993) argued
that race models predict equal levels of force on single- and
redundant-target trials, because exactly one target code is
always responsible for activating the overt response. In
contrast, models that include coactivation within the motor
component are consistent with a redundancy gain in response force, because a combined-target code may have
higher activation than a single-target code. Thus, not only is
a redundancy gain in response force argued to indicate
coactivation, it is also argued to indicate coactivation in a
specific stage of information processing, namely, the motor
component.
This method of interpreting force values depends on
several previous findings. First, it relies on the observation
that response force is uncorrelated with response time;
typical values of the mean within-subject, within-condition
correlation coefficient are between -0.10 and 0.10 (these
findings were replicated by the present research). This result
is important because it rules out a view that would allow
race models to explain a redundancy gain in response force.
In particular, on the assumptions that target codes may vary
in strength, and that strong target codes are processed faster
and produce higher force values than weak target codes, a
redundancy gain in response force could be seen as equivalent to a redundancy gain in response time. Recall that the
latter is something that a race model can easily explain.
However, because response force and response time are
uncorrelated, it is not possible to explain one with the other.
Therefore, redundancy gains in response force are seen to be
inconsistent with race models of target detection.
Second, Miller, Ulrich, and Pfaff (1991) found that some
manipulations can affect response time, but not response
force. For example, they found that changing the brightness
of a go/no-go stimulus from 0.2 to 130.0 cd/m2 had a large
(78 ms) effect on response time, but no effect on response
force. Thus, it appears that some manipulations of early,
premotor stages of information processing do not necessarily influence response force. This result is consistent with
the assertion that response force is a specific measure of
processing within the motor component.
The experiments presented by Giray and Ulrich (1993)
involved index-finger responses to visual or auditory stimuli
or both. Their Experiment 1 required participants to respond

if they detected any sound or any light (i.e., it was a
bimodal, redundant-target detection task examining simple
response time and response force). They observed advantages for redundant-target trials in both measures. They also
observed significant violations of the race-model inequality
(i.e., evidence of coactivation in response time). From these
results, Giray and Ulrich concluded that coactivation not
only occurs when participants are presented with bimodal
redundant targets, but that at least part of the effect arises
within the motor component. (Their other experiments varied the onset asynchrony between the sound and the light, or
required selective attention, and are not reviewed here.)2
Experiment 1
The results presented by Giray and Ulrich (1993) go far in
suggesting that response force is a useful new measure with
which to examine the processing of redundant targets. In
particular, given the present interpretation of a redundancy
gain in response force, the measure helps to answer the
locus-of-coactivation question raised above. Response force
may also reveal evidence of coactivation that the racemodel inequality does not detect, thus helping to resolve
other still-open questions concerning when coactivation occurs. However, the task that was used by Giray and Ulrich—namely, bimqdal divided attention—is not ideal for
this second use of response-force measures. This is because
there is little doubt that coactivation occurs in this situation.
For example, their own application of the race-model inequality ruled out all race-model accounts of the data.
Furthermore, Giray and Ulrich examined only simple reaction time in their divided-attention tasks, so their findings of
response-force effects may not apply to the target-discrimination tasks that others have studied (e.g., those tasks
requiring go/no-go or forced-choice responses; see, Grice &
Canham, 1990; Grice & Reed, 1992; Miller, 1982; Mordkoff & Miller, 1993; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991, 1993). For
these reasons, our first experiment examined response force
under a set of conditions for which the race-model inequality has never been violated. The task required visual divided
attention and go/no-go responding, and there was only one
type of target. We examined response force as an additional
test for coactivation.
Method
Experiment 1 of the present study was a near replication of
Experiment 1 of Mordkoff and Yantis (1991). This particular
1
In previous work the force of a given response has been
quantified in two ways: in terms of its peak value (in cN) and in
terms of its area or impulse size (in N-ms). These measures are
highly correlated (r «• 0.95), however, so they will be referred to
collectively as response force.
2
Giray and Ulrich (1994) also concluded that the interactive
race model (Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991) must be ruled out because
they observed violations of the race-model inequality in a situation
involving no (positively) biased contingencies. This confirms the
suggestion of Mordkoff and Yantis (1993) that the model does not
apply to bimodal target detection.
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design contains no biased contingencies and has only one type of
target. The difference was that these participants responded by
pressing a special response key that measured response force by
means of a strain gauge (for details, see Schaffer, Giray, & Ulrich,
1989). The criterion level of force required to register a response
was selected to be similar to that required to close the microswitches used in our previous button-press studies.

Participants
Twelve undergraduates from the University of California, San
Diego, participated in fulfillment of a lower level course requirement or in return for $6.

were performed on response time, peak force, and impulse
size. Prior to each ANOVA, the single-target mean was
corrected for positional preferences using the method of
Miller and Lopes (1988). This procedure is used to avoid
detecting artifactual redundancy gains that can be caused by
participants processing information from one display location more efficiently than the other (see Mullin, Egeth, &
Mordkoff, 1988; van der Heijden, La Heij, & Boer, 1983).
Separate corrections were performed for response time and
response force. Thus, in all analyses, we compared the
redundant-target results to the better single-target results,
where better implies faster or more forceful.

Stimuli and Apparatus

Mean Response Time

The stimuli were presented on a videographics array monitor
controlled by an IBM-compatible microcomputer. The custombuilt strain gauges were connected to the personal computer using
an analog-to-digital translation board (ADAC, Quincy, MA,
Model 4801 A). Response force was sampled at a rate of 200 Hz
starting 200 ms before fixation onset, ending 1,000 ms after the
onset of the final display. Peak force was defined as the highest
force value observed during the 1,000 ms between final-stimulus
onset and the end of the recording epoch. Impulse size was defined
as the area between the force-time curve and a baseline measured
during the 200-ms interval before the onset of fixation. A force of
110 cN was required to record a response; participants were also
required not to press harder than 1,200 cN.
Each display included two white letters against a black background. The target was the letter X; the nontargets were / and O.
The letter positions were directly above and below fixation. From
a viewing distance of 45 cm, each letter subtended 1.40° X 0.89°
visual angle and the display locations were 1.53° above and below
fixation. The fixation cross was 0.64° X 0.64°. Half of the displays
included at least one X and required a response; the other half of
the displays included no Xs and required that the participant not
respond. There were equal numbers of trials with a single target in
the upper location, a single target in the lower location, and targets
in both locations.

Responses were faster on redundant-target trials (322 ms)
than on single-target trials (335 ms), F(l, 11) = 7.45, p <
.025. There was no main effect of practice (Blocks 3-7 vs.
Blocks 8-12), F(l, 11) = 1.64, p > .2, nor was there a
significant interaction, F < 1.

Procedure
The participants took part in individual sessions lasting about 50
min. After reading the instructions and being shown how to use the
response keys, the participants were given a 20-trial practice block
during which response time and accuracy feedback were provided
on every trial. (Participants were then offered additional 20-trial
practice blocks if needed; none were requested.) Finally, there
were 12 blocks of 42 testing trials of which the first 2 blocks were
also considered practice. During the testing blocks, trial feedback
(in the form of a 200-ms, 700-Hz beep) was only provided after an
error or when the participant applied excessive force.3 At the end
of each block, participants were given an enforced 7-s break,
during which their mean response time and accuracy for the
preceding block were displayed.

Results
A summary of the correct-response data from Experiment
1 is provided by Figure 1. Three separate two-way analysis
of variances (ANOVAs) (Practice X Number of targets)

Peak Force
Responses on redundant-target trials did not have a higher
peak force than those on single-target trials, F(l, 11) =
1.05, p > .3. There was no main effect of practice, F < 1.
The interaction was also nonsignificant, F(l, 11) = 2.80,

p > .10.

Impulse Size
Neither practice nor the number of targets had a significant effect on impulse size, both F < 1. However, their
interaction approached significance, F(l, 11) = 4.67, p <
.10. Within Blocks 3-7, responses to single- and redundanttarget displays did not differ in impulse size, t < 1. Within
Blocks 8-12, there was a marginal redundancy gain (of 24
N-ms) in impulse size, t(ll) = 1.64, p < .10, one-tailed.
(These post hoc tests are also justified by the finding of a
significant three-way interaction with Experiment 2.)

Response Force-Time Correlations
Pearson's correlation coefficients between the three dependent measures were calculated within each participant
and condition separately. The mean correlation between
response time and peak force (across participants and conditions) was —.06; between response time and impulse size,
-.04; and between peak force and impulse size, .98.

3
In a pilot experiment, we did not provide feedback after an
excessive-force response. Under these conditions 3 participants
pressed the key to its maximum on every trial. In the reported
experiments, excessive-force responses were extremely rare (less
than 0.1% overall) and are not discussed further.
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Figure 1. Mean response times (left), peak force values (center), and impulse sizes (right) from
Experiment 1.

Tests of the Race-Model Inequality
Cumulative distribution functions of response time (at 5%
intervals) were calculated for each participant after correcting the data for false-alarm errors (see Eriksen, 1988; Miller
& Lopes, 1991). The individual functions were then Vincentized across participants to produce Figure 2. As can be
seen, no violations of the race-model inequality were observed. Separate analyses using the data from Blocks 3-7,
Blocks 8-12, or the uncorrected data produced the same
pattern.

Error Rates
The mean error rates are given in Table 1. The participants were very accurate; errors were too infrequent to
analyze.

Discussion
The present response-time results replicate those of
Mordkoff and Yantis (1991, Experiment 1). In particular, a
significant redundancy gain was observed, but there were no
violations of the race-model inequality. Furthermore, the
values of mean response time were very similar to those
from the previous experiment at all points along the cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves. These findings
imply that the use of force keys (as opposed to simple
buttons) did not alter processing in any noticeable way. The
data also provide additional support for race-model accounts of this particular task, albeit only by not finding
evidence of coactivation. Finally, but important for later

concerns, none of the response-time results changed as a
function of practice.
Of more immediate interest, in this experiment there was
no significant redundancy gain in response force, only a
marginal effect on impulse size in the latter half of the
sessions. Thus, there is also little evidence of coactivation
(in the motor component) using this measure. This finding
is completely consistent with the absence of any violations
of the race-model inequality—given no evidence of coactivation anywhere in the system (using response time), it
makes sense that there should be no evidence of coactivation in the motor component (using response force). Furthermore, these data suggest that our inability to find any
violations of the race-model inequality was not a Type II
error.
Both of these results differ markedly from those of Giray
and Ulrich (1993, Experiment 1). They found significant
violations of the race-model inequality, as well as redundancy gains in both peak force and impulse size. Furthermore, they did not observe any changes in force effects as
a function of practice, even though their study involved a
comparable level of experience with the task. Regarding the
first difference, namely, in violations of the race-model
inequality, these results are not unexpected. Previous work
has shown that coactivation may occur when redundant
targets are not identical to each other, as they must be under
bimodal divided attention (see Mordkoff & Miller, 1993;
Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993). Giray and Ulrich (1993) observed violations of the race-model inequality in a two types
of target (bimodal) task, and in the present study we observed satisfaction of the rule in a one type of target (visual)
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are no violations of the race-model inequality.)
task. This is therefore consistent with our current understanding of divided attention.
If one were to ignore the marginal redundancy gain in
impulse size in the latter blocks of the sessions, then the
present force data are also as expected. In fact, using the
logic of Giray and Ulrich (1993), additional, indirect support was provided for race-model accounts of this particular
task (again by affirming the null). However, if one were to
take the redundancy gain in impulse size as a real effect,
there would be some conflict in need of explanation. In
particular, the response-time data are consistent with a race
model at all levels of practice, but some of the responseforce results suggest coactivation in the motor component
after some practice.
There are at least three different explanations for this
apparent conflict. First, one could argue that coactivation
really has been occurring in the motor component of all one
type of target tasks and that the race-model inequality has
always been unable to detect it. Second, one could propose
that responses are initiated by a race between separate
codes, but are executed in some coactive manner. (We have
Table 1
Mean Error Rates (in Percentages) for Experiments 1—3
Error type

Exp 1

Exp 2

Exp 3

Miss
Single target
Redundant targets
False alarm
Anticipation
Note. Exp = Experiment.

0.10
0.30
1.85
0.05

0.44
0.20
1.84
0.25

0.00
0.00
0.51
0.29

referred to this possibility as the code catch-up model in less
formal situations; the idea is that the second target code to
arrive at motor processes gives a "push" to the first.) Finally, it could be that response force is sensitive to factors
other than the number of targets, such that response-force
effects are not uniquely related to the processing of targets.
Our Experiment 2 addresses this third possibility.

Experiment 2
As expressed above, all of the evidence supporting a
locus for coactivation in the motor component has come
from simple reaction-time (RT) tasks. Under this type of
experiment, there are no distractors because all stimuli are
targets by definition. Expressed another way: Under these
tasks, the number of targets and the number of stimuli are
always confounded. In contrast, a large body of research
concerning divided attention has used go/no-go or forcedchoice tasks; under these tasks, only some stimuli are targets. This difference allows for the following possibility:
Response time is determined by the number and processing
speed of the targets, whereas response force is determined
by the number and processing depth of all stimuli. In light
of this view, the response-force effects observed by Giray
and Ulrich (1993) are not seen as caused by the processing
of more than one target, but instead are seen as caused by
the processing of more than one stimulus.
The idea that response force is determined by the total
number of stimuli, rather than only the number of targets, is
also consistent with the results of Experiment 1. In this case,
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the number of stimuli was held constant (at two), whereas
the number of targets was varied (from zero to two). As is
usual under go/no-go conditions, response time varied as a
function of the number of targets. In contrast, response force
remained mostly constant, with only a marginal effect of the
number of targets on impulse size after some practice. This
latter result could be explained on any of several auxiliary
assumptions: For example, on the assumption that after
some practice the targets are processed more rapidly than
the nontargets or that the nontargets are "filtered out" by
some relatively early process, the number of targets and the
number of stimuli would become effectively confounded as
the session progressed.
If this alternative interpretation of response-force effects
is correct, it greatly undermines the usefulness of response
force as a measure of the processing of multiple targets in
tasks that require target-distractor discriminations. In particular, it would seem to restrict the measure to the examination of simple RT, because only under this task is the
distinction between stimuli and targets removed. However,
before coming to this conclusion, it is necessary to show
that response force is, indeed, determined by the number of
stimuli instead of the number of targets. In Experiment 2,
we tested this idea by confounding the number of targets
and the number of stimuli (on target-present trials) to match
the situation of Giray and Ulrich (1993). If our alternative
interpretation was correct, then we should have observed
redundancy gains in both response time and response force,
and both should have appeared at the lowest levels of
practice.

Method
Experiment 2 was the same as Experiment 1 with one exception:
Single-target displays did not contain a distractor, and two thirds of
the target-absent displays contained only one stimulus (so that
display size was not correlated with target presence). This replicates Experiment 4 of Mordkoff and Yantis (1991), except that in
the present study we used force keys rather than simple buttons.
Twelve new participants from the same pool participated.

Results
The same analyses were conducted for Experiment 1 as
those conducted on the data from Experiment 2. Summaries
of the results are given in Figure 3 and Table 1.

Mean Response Time
Responses were again faster on redundant-target trials
(307 ms) than on single-target trials (322 ms), F(l, 11) =
16.13, p < .005. There was also a main effect of practice,
F(l, 11) = 5.72, p < .05, but the interaction was not
significant, F < 1.

Peak Force
Responses on redundant-target trials had a higher peak
force than those on single-target trials, F(l, 11) = 7.80, p <
.025. There was no main effect of practice, and the interaction between practice and the number of targets was not
significant, both F < 1. (Tests for redundancy gains in peak
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Experiment 2.
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force within Blocks 3-7 and Blocks 8-12 both showed
significant effects, both/? < .025.)

Impulse Size
Number of targets also had a significant effect on impulse
size, F(l, 11) = 9.43, p < .025. Neither practice nor the
interaction were significant, both F(l, 11) < 1.2, p > .25.
(The redundancy gain was significant for both halves of the
sessions, bothp < .01.)

Response Force-Time Correlations
The mean within-subject, within-condition correlation coefficients were -0.05 for response time and peak force,
—0.03 for response time and impulse size, and 0.97 for peak
force and impulse size.

Tests of the Race-Model Inequality
There were no violations of the race-model inequality
(see Figure 4). Separate analyses for each half of the sessions showed the same pattern.

Discussion
The model being tested by Experiment 2 posits that
response time is determined by the number of targets,
whereas response force is determined by the total number of
stimuli (i.e., targets plus distractors). Between Experiments
1 and 2 we have manipulated the number of stimuli presented on single-target trials while holding all other variables constant, including, of course, the number of targets
presented on single- and redundant-target trials.
As predicted by most parallel-processing models, the
response-time results did not differ between the two experiments. In an omnibus ANOVA across experiments, no
interaction involving experiment was reliable, all Fs < 1.
(There was also no main effect of experiment F(l, 22) =
1.57, p > .20.) This replicates previous data (e.g., Grice &
Canham, 1990; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991). In contrast, but
also as predicted, the response-force results were affected
by the presence or absence of distractors within singletarget displays. When the number of targets was confounded
with the number of stimuli (Experiment 2), redundancy
gains in both peak force and impulse size were observed. In
contrast, when the number of stimuli was held constant at
two (Experiment 1), no significant redundancy gains in
peak force or impulse size were observed. A final difference
between the redundancy gains in response time and response force was that only the latter was affected by level of
practice. In particular, the differences in response-force
results between experiments appeared as three-way interactions involving practice and number of targets; as the sessions progressed, the differences between Experiments 1
and 2 decreased. This pattern of results fits the idea that
participants learn to ignore or "filter out" the distractor in
single-target displays after some practice. Thus, in the latter

half of a session, it does not matter (to whatever mechanism
determines response force) whether or not a distractor was
actually included.4
Even without a firm explanation of the dependence of
force on the level of practice, these data still show that one
cannot generalize from simple reactions to go/no-go
tasks—at least not on the basis of response force. Under
simple RT tasks the number of targets is always the same as
the number of stimuli; therefore, it is impossible to determine whether a given effect is because of one or the other.
In contrast, under go/no-go tasks it is easy to separate the
effects of these two factors, and the data suggest that response force is determined mostly by the number of stimuli.
Therefore, one cannot make inferences about the processing
of targets using response force unless the number of stimuli
has been held constant. Finally, concerning the question of
when coactivation occurs, these new data provide no support for coactivation accounts of this particular task.

Experiment 3
In Experiments 1 and 2 we examined performance in
situations that previous response-time research has shown to
be consistent with a separate-activations model (for a review of the evidence, see Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991). The
present response-force results do not raise any new problems for this conclusion once the issue of target-stimulus
confounding is taken into account. However, coactivation
has been demonstrated in other situations using response
time; in particular, situations that involve more than one
type of target have produced significant violations of the
race-model inequality (see Mordkoff & Miller, 1993; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993). Thus, the question of the locus of
coactivation when it occurs is still valid and worth investigating using response force, as long as we use a task under
which target-stimulus confounding can be avoided.
We addressed this question in Experiment 3 using a task
that has already been shown to involve coactivation. There
were two types of target: the letter X and the color green.
Exactly one stimulus was presented on every trial, so that
the number of stimuli being processed on target-present
trials would be held constant even if early filtering removes
stimuli that contain no target features. On half of the trials
the stimulus was green, an X, or a green X, and the participant was required to make a response; on the other trials the
stimulus was neither green, nor an X, and the participant
was required to withhold the response. This particular task
was selected not only because it has been shown to involve
coactivation (Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993), but also because it
avoids any possible confounding of the number of targets
with the number of stimuli, before or after practice.
4
In fact, the response-force results match the idea that participants learn to filter distractors very precisely. In Experiment 2,
under which there were no distractors, the response-force results
did not change with practice. In Experiment 1, under which there
were distractors, responses to single-target displays decreased in
force with practice (p < .05), whereas responses to redundanttarget displays retained the same force (p > .10).
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are no violations of the race-model inequality.)

We used three separate measures of motor-related processing. In addition to measuring response force, eventrelated potentials (ERPs) and electromyograms (EMGs)
were also recorded. The ERPs were recorded at sites over
the left and right precentral gyri (so-called motor cortex),
and at the midline above the parietal lobe (although these
data are not reported). The former sites allow for the calculation of the lateralized readiness potential (LRP), a
waveform associated with motor preparation (see Kutas &
Donchin, 1980; Gratton, Coles, Sirevaag, Eriksen, &
Donchin, 1988; Osman, Bashore, Coles, Donchin, & Meyer,
1992; Osman & Moore, 1993). The EMG measures, taken
on the forearms over the flexor muscles for the index
fingers, provided additional data concerning motor output to
complement response force (see, e.g., Coles, Gratton,
Bashore, Eriksen, & Donchin, 1985).
Three measures of motor-related processing were used
not only to reduce the probability of a Type II error, but also
to provide more precise information concerning motor coactivation, if it occurs. For example, it is possible that
responses are prepared in some coactive manner, but are
executed in the same way regardless of number of targets.
This type of-situation might result in effects on the LRP
measure, but not on EMG or response force. More generally, response force may only be sensitive to rather "late"
effects, whereas the LRP and EMG measures can index
earlier processes.
The psychophysiological measures can be used to address
motor coactivation by examining the data in two different
ways. The more straightforward method involves the response-locked waveforms. To the extent that at least some

of the effect of redundant targets occurs within the motor
component, the time between motor-processing onset and
criterion-force production should be smaller on redundantthan single-target trials. In a response-locked analysis, this
would result in steeper waveforms that extend less far to the
left (i.e., prior to criterion force) for the redundant-targets
condition. The prediction of a model that includes no effect
of redundant targets within the motor component is simple:
The response-locked waveforms for all target-present conditions should be the same. This logic applies to the LRP,
EMG, and response force.
The data can also be examined in a stimulus-locked
analysis. In this case, a model that posits no motor coactivation would predict that the waveforms for redundant
targets will (again) have the same shape as those for single
targets, but also that the entire waveform will be shifted to
the left (i.e., earlier in time) to the same degree as response
time. Models that include an effect of redundant targets
within the motor component would predict sharper waveforms for the redundant-targets condition, because the total
duration of motor-related processes should be decreased.

Method
This experiment was a near replication of Experiment 1 of
Mordkoff and Yantis (1993), with the addition of force keys and
psychophysiological recording procedures. The other main difference was that participants did not use their dominant hand to make
all responses; instead, they were required to alternate (as instructed
by a precue) between their index fingers, so that half of all
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responses were made with each hand. This change in method was
required to calculate the LRP (see below).

Participants
A total of 12 undergraduates participated and were paid $20 to
$24 each. The data from 2 participants were omitted from all
analyses because they did not complete the experiment in the
allotted time. The data from 2 other participants were omitted from
the ERP analyses because they made eye movements or blinked on
more than 25% of the trials. (A cursory analysis of the data from
these participants revealed similar waveforms to those reported
below, but with substantial noise.)

Stimuli and Apparatus
The computer, monitor, response keys, and analog-to-digital
translation board were the same as for Experiments 1 and 2. In
addition, an isolated, 12-channel DC amplifier (Scientific Instrumentation; San Diego, CA) was used to record EMG and ERP
signals. A single, colored letter (1.40° X 0.89°) was presented on
every trial. The targets were the color green and the letter X; the
nontargets were the colors cyan and magenta, and the letters / and
O. At least one target feature was presented on half of the trials.
Prior to each trial, a white arrow (1.20° wide) indicated which
hand was to be used to make a target-present (go) response.

Procedure
Each participant was tested in an individual session lasting
between 150 and 210 min duration. The participants were first
provided instructions and then given two or three practice blocks
of 24 trials. The electrodes were then placed on the participant's
scalps, a procedure requiring between 25 and 45 min. Finally, there

400

were 25 blocks of 24 trials. Each block was preceded by two
warm-up trials and a random recovery trial followed each error. A
beep and a message were presented after an error. Between blocks
the participants were provided with summary feedback including
mean response time and accuracy. The participants were also
provided encouragement, asked not to make eye movements (if
applicable), and offered extended breaks through an intercom.
Each trial started with the presentation of an arrow indicating
which hand was to make the target-present response; the force key
assigned to this hand is referred to as the active key. The arrow
remained visible for 600 ms. Finally, the trial display appeared and
remained visible for 1,200 ms. (The display was not removed as
soon as a response was made because this would affect the EEC.)
Participants were to press the active key if the displayed letter was
an X, green, or both. As in Experiments 1 and 2, participants were
required to press with a force of 110 cN to register a response and
never to press harder than 1,200 cN.

ERP, EOG, and EMG Recordings
A total of 13 Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed: four scalp
electrodes (C3', C4', Pz, and one mastoid), four EOG electrodes
(above and below the dominant eye, and lateral to the left and right
canthi), four EMG electrodes (two on each forearm), and one
grounding electrode (forehead). The vertical eye parr and each
forearm parr were connected as bipolar; the remaining were unipolar, referenced to the mastoid. (A single mastoid was used to avoid
weakening any lateralized signals.)
All psychophysiological recordings were made using eight
channels of the amplifier that was connected to the microcomputer
using the analog-to-digital translation board. The sampling rate
was 200 Hz. The half-amplitude filters on the amplifier were set to
0.01 Hz (high pass) and 100 Hz (low pass). (No off-line filtering
or wave smoothing was performed for any analysis or plot.) The
recordings were made during a 2,000-ms epoch starting 200 ms
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before the arrow appeared, ending 1,200 ms after display onset. All
recordings were initially corrected using the mean of the 200-ms
baseline recorded prior to arrow onset; off line, they were baselined using the mean of the 200-ms period immediately before
final-stimulus onset. The EMG waveforms were rectified prior to
taking the second baseline. All reported analyses concern the
1,200-ms epoch between the onset of the colored letter and the end
of recording interval.
Results
Behavior
A summary of the response-time and response-force results is provided by Figure 5. Mean error rates are given in
Table 1. The same analyses as for Experiments 1 and 2 were
conducted.
Mean response time. Responses were faster on redundant-target trials (336 ms) than on single-target trials (362
ms), F(l, 9) = 34.99, p < .001. The main effect of practice
was not reliable, F(l, 9) = 3.36, p > .10, and neither was
the interaction between number of targets and level of
practice, F < 1.
Peak force. The peak force on redundant-target trials
did not differ from that on single-target trials, F < 1. There
was no main effect of practice, either, F < 1, and the
interaction between practice and the number of targets was
not reliable, F(l, 9) = 2.46, p > .15.
Impulse size. No redundancy gain was observed in impulse size, F < 1. Neither the main effect of practice nor the
interaction between the redundancy gain and practice were
significant, both ps > .25.

Response force-time correlations. The mean withinsubject, within-condition correlations were —0.09 for response time and peak force, —0.03 for response time and
impulse size, and 0.94 for peak force and impulse size.
Tests of the race-model inequality. In contrast to the
first two experiments, plots of the CDFs from Experiment 3
revealed a wide range of values for which the race-model
inequality was violated (see Figure 6). From the 5th to 60th
percentile the observed violations were significant, p < .025
or better one-tailed. Similar results were found in the first
and second halves of the sessions.

Response-Related

Waveforms

Three waveforms were examined as measures of motorrelated processing: the LRP, electromyographic activity in
the arm assigned to the active key (EMG), and the force
applied to the active key (force).5 To avoid the contaminating effects of horizontal eye movements on the LRP, we
tested individually the waveforms from every trial for electro-oculogram artifacts. A difference between the left and
right canthus electrodes of more than 25 ju,V was taken as
evidence of an eye movement. Approximately 15% of all
trials were excluded using this criterion. (Separate analyses
using all of the data did not differ from those presented
below.)
5

No EMG or force activity was detected in the arm or key that
was not precued, except on the very rare wrong-response errors
(less than 0.03% overall); thus, we ignored these measures even
though they were recorded.
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Figure 7. Grand average, stimulus locked, lateralized readiness potentials (LRPs) from Experiment 3. Note how all four waveforms show a positive deflection starting 125 ms after stimulus onset.
The lateralized readiness potential was calculated in the
following manner:
LRP(f) = (C3'LM - C4'LM) - (C3'RM - C4'R[r]), (2)
where C3'L('J is the voltage recorded at the electrode placed
at location C3' at Time t during a left-active key trial, and
so on. On this method, a positive value for LRP indicates
preparation to make the active-key response. This method of
calculation is similar to that used by Osman and colleagues
(e.g., Osman et al., 1992; Osman & Moore, 1993).
Stimulus-locked waveforms. The grand-average, stimulus-locked LRP waveforms (including that for no-go trials)
are shown in Figure 7. As shown, the waveform for redundant targets rises and peaks prior to those for either singletarget condition. However, note that the no-go condition
also shows some lateralization. In fact, it appears that all
conditions show the same lateralization in the range of
125-200 ms after stimulus onset. This activation probably
reflects response preparation that does not depend on stimulus processing (i.e., it does not result from the cognitive
analysis of the colored letter), because it appears in all
conditions, including those containing no target features.
Therefore, to examine more clearly the effects on the LRP
waveform of the processing of targets—our main goal in
this research—we corrected the target-present waveforms
by subtracting the no-go waveform at each point in time.
(To be consistent across measures, the EMG and force
waveforms were also subjected to the same correction procedure, but this did not alter the target-present waveforms
because little or no EMG or force was detected on no-go
trials.) The resulting no go-corrected LRP waveforms for
the redundant-target condition and the faster of the two
single-target conditions (determined separately for each participant) are shown in Figure 8, along with the corrected
EMG and force waveforms.
One way to test whether the number of targets influences
motor processes is to examine the effect of redundant targets on the onset and shape of the stimulus-locked wave-

forms. Because of the difficulties in locating the onset of
any given component (see Osman & Moore, 1993 for a
discussion), we used a new method. For each measure (i.e.,
LRP, EMG, and force), we found the time-shift value that
gave the best match between the redundant- and singletarget waveforms. (This was done by calculating the root
mean square error between the two waveforms for all values
of time-shift from -200 ms to +200 ms.) The time-shift
values were then compared (within subjects) to the observed
redundancy gain in mean response time, which was 30 ms.
(This value differs slightly from that given above because
we considered only 8 participants and only the trials that did
not involve an eye movement or blink.)
The prediction of a model that posits only a premotor
locus for the effect of redundant targets is that the bestfitting time shift for the waveforms that index motor processes will be exactly the same as the redundancy gain in
mean response time. In contrast, a motor-locus model predicts that the best-fitting time shift in the motor waveforms
will be smaller than the effect in mean response time because part of the response-time effect is posited to occur
within the motor component. In Experiment 3, the bestfitting time shift for the LRP waveforms was 32 ms; for
EMG, it was 27 ms; for force, it was 28 ms. All of these
values differ from zero, all p < .025 one-tailed, but none
differs from the observed shift in mean response time (30
ms), all ts < 1. In summary, all three of our measures of
response activation were shifted in time to the same degree
as mean response time. This implies that the effect of
redundant targets is prior to the motor system.6
Response-locked waveforms. A stronger method of testing whether an effect has a motoric locus is to examine the
6

It should be noted that these results, by themselves, are not
strong evidence against motor coactivation. This holds because our
analysis would probably not detect any subtle changes in the shape
of the stimulus-locked waveforms. (We thank Riske De Jong for
pointing this out.)
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Figure 8. Grand average, stimulus locked waveforms from Experiment 3. These data have been
corrected for no-go activity. The upper panel indicates lateralized readiness potential (LRP), the
middle panel indicates electromyographic activity (EMG; active-key arm), and the lower panel
indicates response force (active key).

waveforms when they have been aligned in terms of response onset, rather than stimulus onset (i.e., response
locked, see Osman & Moore, 1993). The prediction of a
model that posits no effect (of any manipulation) within
the motor component is that all response-locked waveforms that relate to motor processes should be the same.
Models that include some effect within the motor component predict shorter, sharper waveforms for the redundanttargets condition.
The grand-average, response-locked waveforms for Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 9. To test whether each pair
of response-locked waveforms shown in Figure 9 were the
same, we conducted separate t tests within each of 10,
25-ms bins starting 225 ms prior to the response. None of
the 30 tests (10 for LRP, 10 for EMG, and 10 for force)
showed a reliable difference, all ps > .10, two-tailed. Additional tests for the 9 bins following response onset revealed one significant difference: 175 ms after the response,
there was a redundancy loss in EMG; t(l) = 2.40, p < .05,
two-tailed; for all others, p > .20, two-tailed. Given that we
did not correct a for multiple tests (of which there were 57),
we consider this one result to be a Type I error. In summary,

the response-locked waveforms support the same conclusion as the stimulus-locked waveforms, namely, that there
was no effect of redundant targets within the motor component.

Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 3 was to gather data concerning the locus of coactivation in a task under which coactivation has already been shown to occur. We replicated the
evidence of coactivation in response time for this particular
task (viz., violations of the race-model inequality), but
found no evidence that coactivation occurs in the motor
component. All three of our measures of motor activation
(the LRP, EMG, and response force) showed that motor
processes start earlier on redundant- than single-target trials,
but do not differ in any specifics. In particular, the responselocked waveforms for single- and redundant-target trials
were identical (see Figure 9), and the best-fitting time shift
in the stimulus-locked waveforms was the same as the
redundancy gain in mean response time. These findings
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Figure 9. Grand average, response locked waveforms from Experiment 3. These data were
corrected for no-go activity prior to response-locked averaging. The upper panel indicates lateralized
readiness potential (LRP), the middle panel indicates electromyographic activity (EMG; active-key
arm), and the lower panel indicates response force (active key).

imply that all of the effect of redundant targets lies before
the onset of motor processing.

General Discussion
Current models of divided attention posit the parallel
processing of redundant targets, at least when response
requirements are minimal (as under go/no-go tasks). Recent
research has concerned the specifics of the parallel processing of target codes. In particular, attempts have been made
to discriminate between the separate processing of targets
posited by race models and the combined processing of
targets posited by coactivation. Under some conditions
(e.g., when there are two types of target), coactivation has
been shown to occur such that both targets on a redundanttarget trial are in some way responsible for the observed
response. Under other conditions, namely, when there is
only one type of target, the data are consistent with a race
between target codes such that only the first target to be
fully processed activates the response. The present study has
provided additional support for this general view (which is

summarized in Mordkoff & Miller, 1993; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993); thus, one goal of this enterprise has been realized.
Recently, response force has been used to make inferences concerning the presence and locus of coactivation
(Giray & Ulrich, 1993). The logic of this line of research is
that any redundancy gain in response force must reflect
greater activation within motor-related processes on redundant- than single-target trials; hence, such data support
coactivation within the motor component. Race models are
argued to be inconsistent with redundancy gains in response
force, because only one target is posited to reach responserelated processes under these models.
We tested for redundancy gains in response force in a
series of go/no-go target-detection tasks. We also examined
the factors that affect response force. The most parsimonious conclusion from all of our data is that response force is
sensitive to the number of stimuli presented to participants,
not to the number of targets. When all displays included
exactly one stimulus (Experiment 3) or exactly two stimuli
(Experiment 1), no significant redundancy gains in force
were observed. In contrast, when single-target displays in-
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eluded one stimulus and redundant-target displays included
two stimuli (Experiment 2), reliable redundancy gains in
force were obtained. In other words, redundancy gains in
force were only observed when the number of targets was
confounded with the total number of stimuli. Thus, we
conclude that response force is not a measure of the processes related to target detection; response force is determined by some process that is sensitive to the total number
of stimuli.
This conclusion is consistent with previous findings of
redundancy gains in response force. Giray and Ulrich (1993,
Experiment 1) used a simple RT task where all stimuli are
targets; thus, the number of targets and the number of
stimuli are always confounded. Consistent with our view,
they observed a significant redundancy gain in response
force. Further evidence against the idea that response force
is a measure of target-discrimination processes is provided
by Table 2. This table summarizes the results from dividedattention studies examining response time and response
force (excluding those with varied stimulus onsets). As
shown, there is no consistent relationship between the evidence of coactivation using response time and the finding of
a redundancy gain in response force.

Terminology and Tasks
Part of this discussion has raised the issue of what exactly
is meant by the term coactivation. To date, the word has
most often been used to imply that redundant target codes
are combined in some way when coming to activate a
response (e.g., Schwarz, 1989). However, the finding of
redundancy gains in response force when the number of
stimuli is confounded with the number of targets offers a
new interpretation, namely, that coactivation implies that
more than one stimulus is in some way responsible for any
aspect of the observed response.
In the case of simple reactions, these two meanings are
synonymous because there is no distinction between stimuli
in general and targets in particular. However, when tasks
that require target-distractor discriminations are used (e.g.,
go/no-go tasks), one must make a choice. If one retains the
first definition, that coactivation occurs when two or more
targets (as distinct from distractors) activate the response,
then response-force effects are not diagnostic of coactivation. In contrast, if one chooses to use the broadened definition, that coactivation occurs whenever more than one
stimulus affects the response, then coactivation may be said
Table 2
Summary of the Results From Force and Response Time
Studies of Divided Attention
Redundancy
gain in force
Present
Absent

Evidence of coactivation in
response time
Present

Absent

Giray and Ulrich, 1994
(Experiment 1)
Experiment 3

Experiment 2
Experiment 1
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to have occurred in all tasks that involved more than one
stimulus. Although the question of how distractors come to
affect motor processes is very important to any complete
understanding of human performance, this study suggests
that the term coactivation only be used to describe the
processing of stimuli that have some direct relationship with
the correct response.
However, even under our restricted definition, it is important to note that our data do not in any way refute a
motor-coactivation account of simple reactions. We have
only shown that motor coactivation enjoys no support from
go/no-go tasks. In fact, it is even quite likely that coactivation occurs within the motor component of simple-reaction
performance, because there is converging support for such a
conjecture from the double-response method used by Diederich and Colonius (1987). Thus, the possibility of coactivation within the motor component of very simple tasks
remains viable; there is just no way to settle this question
using response force.

Other Measures of the Motor Component
To examine the possibility of motor coactivation in go/
no-go tasks, we used additional psychophysiological measures of response-related processing (Experiment 3). The
results from this experiment were unambiguous: No evidence of coactivation within the motor component was
observed in the LRP, EMG, or response force. First, the
time shifts in these waveforms were the same as the time
shift (redundancy gain) in mean response time. This is
evidence that the effect of redundant targets occurs before
the processes indexed by the LRP, EMG, and response
force. Second, the response-locked waveforms from singleand redundant-target trials were identical. This supports the
same conclusion: Response processes operate in the same
manner on single- and redundant-target trials, so there is no
evidence of coactivation (or any other effect of multiple
targets) within the motor component of the processing
sequence.
Furthermore, that we observed the same, null effects in all
three measures of motor-related processing extends the
present conclusion to processes that occur earlier than final
force production. Logically, EMG activity must precede
force production, and it is generally believed that the LRP
indexes preparation processes that must occur prior to EMG
activity. Therefore, our results rule out both late, motorproduction coactivation (EMG and force) and early, motorpreparation coactivation (LRP).
More important, these null results in the motor-related
measures were observed within an experiment that simultaneously provided evidence of coactivation in response
time. Thus, even under conditions where it is known that
coactivation occurs somewhere within the system, we find
that the locus of coactivation must be prior to the motor
component. Consistent with previous arguments concerning
the parallel processing of target codes (Miller, 1982, 1991;
Mordkoff & Miller, 1993; Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993; van
der Heijden, 1975), the presumed locus of coactivation in
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go/no-go tasks remains within perceptual or decisional
processes.

Response Force Effects
As reported above, we observed a marginal redundancy
gain in impulse size in the latter half of Experiment 1. In this
experiment, all displays included exactly two stimuli. Our
working hypothesis concerning this finding is that participants learn to ignore the distractors included in dividedattention displays such that the total number of stimuli and
the number of targets becomes effectively confounded after
some practice (see Footnote 4 for a stronger argument).
Further evidence in favor of this conclusion has been
provided by Giray and Ulrich (1993). In their Experiment 4,
participants were required to respond to a visual target (light
flash) while ignoring an auditory distractor (1,000-Hz tone)
when present. Some trials involved only the auditory distractor and required that participants make no response.
Thus, this experiment examined selective attention where
all auditory stimuli were distractors. (Alternatively, one
could view this experiment as examining simple visual
responses with the addition of irrelevant auditory accessories.) They measured response time and also peak force and
impulse size.
The results from Giray and Ulrich 1993 experiment are
consistent with our argument that the total number of stimuli determines response force and that participants learn to
ignore any simultaneous distractors. In the first third of their
experiment, the effect of including an auditory distractor on
visual target-present trials was to increase both peak force
and impulse size. During the latter two thirds of the experiment, however, auditory distractors had no observable effect. In contrast, but also consistent with our results, practice
had no effect on mean response time, and practice did not
interact with the effect of auditory distractors on response
time. These data support the assertion that all of the response-force effects reported to date originated in a different set of mechanisms from those that initiated targetpresent responses.
One implication of these conclusions is that measures of
response force may be more useful in studies of selective
rather than divided attention. Specifically, the data suggest
that response force may be used as a measure of how many
stimuli were processed at some central level: The more
stimuli that reach central mechanisms, the larger the values
of peak force and impulse size. This type of measure could
be very useful in attempts to discriminate between earlyand late-selection models. Successful early selection would
be indexed by null effects of distractors on response-force
measures.

Conclusions
Our primary goal was to specify the processing of redundant target codes in go/no-go tasks. Previous experiments
have supported a race model when there is only one type of
target (and no biased contingencies; Mordkoff & Yantis,

1991) and coactivation when more than one type of target
must be detected (Miller, 1982; Mordkoff & Miller, 1993;
Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993). The present results have replicated the response-time evidence that supports this conclusion and also provided evidence that coactivation, when it
occurs, is located prior to the motor component. Our results
also imply that measures of response force are affected by
factors other than the number of targets, so the interpretation
of response-force effects must be done with care. In particular, response force in go/no-go tasks appears to be primarily determined by the total number of stimuli processed at
some central level (i.e., beyond early filtering), not by the
number of targets presented. More generally, the entire set
of data as yet presented, both response force and response
time, show that there are important differences in the processing that underlies simple reactions, go/no-go, and
forced-choice tasks. Thus, it appears that only by the convergent use of various tasks will a comprehensive model of
divided attention emerge.
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